
www.tafabrasivesusa.com

Professional Flap Disc Solutions
TAF ABRASIVI and BULLARD ABRASIVES have united to supply world-class coated and 
bonded abrasives to professional markets throughout North America. Learn more about 
our full line of flap discs at www.tafabrasivesusa.com
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In the late 1960’s TAF Abrasivi engineers pursued an 
ambitious project of designing a new type of disc that 
would continuously expose a fresh new grinding surface 
instead of continuing to wear down a single layer of 
abrasive as common to cloth and paper discs used with 
a backing pad. It was this innovative project that led to 
the introduction of the original flap disc, for which TAF 
Abrasivi was awarded a patent in 1966 (Patent 704640, 
dated April 22, 1966) and then forever changed the 
future of the abrasives industry.

Since the flap disc invention, TAF Abrasivi has continued 
to innovate by developing an expanded assortment of 
flap disc designs to meet the performance demands and 
application diversity of an ever changing market. TAF 
Abrasivi is unique in that we are one of a select group 
of companies that possesses both the technology for 
designing and producing the abrasive cloth and the 
actual finished flap disc. Our research and development 
team is always searching for the latest technology and 
advancements in raw material, production techniques 
and quality control. When you choose TAF Abrasivi 
products you can be confident that our many years of 
perfecting flap disc design and performance will give you 
outstanding finish results.

QUALITY TO THE CORE
Our commitment to quality starts with defining the most 
rigorous guidelines for raw materials, process, procedures 
and quality monitoring. We are proud of our state-of-
the-art maker, conversion operations and commitment 
to a quality management system certified to ISO 9001: 
2015. Every stage of our business ecosystem functions 
with a comprehensive set of guidelines, procedures and 
audits to assure that we meet the desired specifications 
for our products and service. Commitment to “total 
performance” you can rely on and we live by.

TAF ABRASIVI
TAF Abrasivi headquarters is located in beautiful Monza, 
Italy where the state-of-the-art factory produces a wide 
assortment of industrial grade coated abrasives. TAF 
invented the flap disc and the company is unique in that they 
produced the actual abrasive cloth that makes the disc. With 
extensive R&D, proprietary formulations and a sophisticated 
manufacturing process, TAF produces unmatched material 
for flap disc production. TAF Abrasivi has been in business 
since 1953 and flap discs have been their performance 
leader since 1966.

FLAP DISCS FAMILIES:
FIBERGLASS BACKING

ZOOM
ZOOM HIGH DENSITY
INDUSTRIAL (LONG WORKING LIFE)
THE CERAMIC DUO
• ZIRCO-CERAMIC
• CERAMIC
ZIRCO-CERAMIC HIGH DENSITY

CARTON FIBER BACKING
BIOTAF and BACKING PAD

PLASTIC BACKING
CIP
QUICK-CHANGE EOLO HIGH DENSITY
TRIMTAF - TRIMMABLE
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